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Self-driving ca rs w ill offer access to r ide-sharing and ride-hailing with their suite of modern
conveniences. However, many people with visual im pair ments who use these services r ely on
a human driver to safely locate t heir vehicle.
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A research group led by t he Virtu al Environments and Multimodal Interaction Laboratory
(VEMI Lab) at th e University of Maine is developing a smart phone app that provides the
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navigational assistance needed for people w ith disabilities and seniors to enjoy r ide-shari ng
and r ide-hailing, collectively term ed mobility-as-a-service, w ith the latest in automotive
technology. The app, kn ow n as the Autonomous Ve hicle Assistant (AVA), can also be used for
standar d vehicles operated by hum an drivers and enjoyed by everyone.
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AVA will help users request, find and enter a vehicle using a m ultisensory interface that
provides guidance through audio and haptic feedback and high-contrast v isual cues. The

UMaine Today

Autonomous Vehicle Research Group (AVRG), a cross institutional collective led by VEMI lab
with researchers from Northeastern University and Colby College, will leverage GPS
technology, real-time com puter vision via the smartphone ca mera and artificial intelligence to
support the fu nctions offe red t hrough the app.
The U.S. Department of Tran sportation awarded $300,000 to AVRG for the AVA project
through its Inclusive Design Challenge. The initiative sought pro posals fo r design solutions
that would help people with disabilities use autonom ous vehicles fo r em ployment and
essential services. AVRG was one of the semifinalists.

"Thi s design challenge was exciting to us as it falls so squarely in our wheelhouse" says
Nicholas Giudice, a professor of spatial Computing at UMaine. 'We have worked in the areas
of multimodal information access and navigation fo r visually impaired people and older
adults for years, and have recently started a research program investigating human-vehicl e
collaborations for increasing the trustworthiness and accessibility of autonomous vehicles.
This development project connects the dots by allowing us to bridge several areas of
expertise to ensure that the technology of the future is 'accessible fo r all."'
Users wi ll create a profile in AVA that reflects their needs and existi ng methods of navigation.
The app will use th e information from their profiles to find a suitable vehicle for transport,
then determine whether one is available.
When the vehicle arrives, AVA will guide th e user to it using the camera and augmented
reality (AR), which provides an overlay of the environment using the smartphone by
superimposing high-contrast lines over the image to highlight the path and verbal guidance,
such as compass d irections, street names, addresses and nearby landmarks. The app also will
pinpoint enviro nmental hazards, such as low-contrast curbs, by emphasizing them with
contrasting lines and vibrating when users approach them. It wil l t hen help users find the
door handle to enter the vehicle awaiting them.
"Thi s is the fi rst project of its kind in the country, and in combination with our other work in
this area, we are addressing an end-to-end solution for AVs (autonomous vehicles) th at will
improve their accessibility for all," says Giudice, chief research scientist at VEMI Lab and lead
on the AVA project. "Most work in t his area only deals with sighted passengers, yet the underrepresented driving populations we are support ing stand to benefi t most from this
technology and are one of the fastest growing demographics in the country."
AVRG studies how autonomous vehicles can meet various accessibility needs. VEMI lab itself
has explored tactics for improving consumer trust in this emerging technology.
AVA advances bot h groups' endeavors by not only providing another mean s for people with
visual impairments and other disabilities and seniors to access self-driving vehicl es, but also
increases t heir trust in them. The project also builds on a seed grant-funded, joint effort
between UMaine and Northeastern University to improve accessibility, safety and situational
awareness within the self-driving vehicle. Researchers from both universities aim to develop a
new model of human-Al vehicle interaction to ensure people w ith visual impairments and
seniors understand what the autonomous vehicle is doing and that it can sense, interpret and
communicate with t he passenger.
The app will offer modules that train users how to order and locate rides, particularly through
mock pickup scenarios. Offering hands-on learning provides users confidence in themselves
and the technology, according to researchers. It also gathers data AVRG can use during its
iterative, ongoing development for AVA and its integration into autonomous vehicles.
'We are very excited about this opport unity to create accessible technology which will help
the transition to fully autonomous vehicles for all. The freedom and independence of all
travelers is imperative as we move forwa rd," says VEMI lab director Richard Corey.
VEMI Lab, co-founded by Corey and Giudice in 2008, explores different solutions for solving
unmet challenges with technology. Prime areas of research and development pertain to selfd riving vehicles, the design of bio-inspired tools to improve human-machine interaction and
fun ctionality, and new technology to improve environmental awareness, spatial learning and
navigational wayfinding.
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